Trench Format
03040
This is a trench profile that could be extended to any length. Having a garden area underlain with
multiple adjacent segments of this format could make a standardized design flexible enough to fit a
wide range of garden shapes and spaces.
Since there would be no visible evidence of the underlayment on the surface (except for occasional
risers), the area could provide its advantages to lawns or other decorative vegetation.
When the need arose for food production, it could be replanted with vegetables overnight. This would
be an excellent means of sustainable prepping with little impact upon your lifestyle in the meantime –
other than a major reduction in the amount of water needed.
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PATHWAYS ARE OPTIONAL. THE MAIN THING IS TO UNDERLAY SIDE-BY-SIDE
STRIPS 6’ WIDE WITH SLIGHTLY OVERLAPPING IMPERMIABLE MEMBRANES.
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BED THE DRAIN PIPE IN SAND OR GRAVEL, AND
THEN COVER WITH LANDSCAPE FABRIC.
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20 FT OF 4” PIPE WILL
CONTAIN 13 GALLONS
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LEAK TEST THE BOTTOM FOOT OR SO OF THE TRENCH, BEFORE BACKFILLING.
WRAP THE BOTTOM PIPE IN LANDSCAPE FABRIC, AND SLOPE SLIGHTLY
TOWARDS ONE END. THERE IT WOULD BE TERMINATED BY A RISER

32”
36”

Take a deep breath before you start
moving dirt. You’re going to need it!
In order to maintain a consistent
profile, I made a depth guide
consisting of a 10’ 4x4 with chains
suspended to indicate the depth at
various points of the cross section.

I chose to slope the drain pipe towards the riser by about ½”
per foot (purely arbitrary, but I assumed the water would be
intelligent enough to take the hint). I temporarily installed
three 12 inch pavers at the ends and middle points to guide me
in roughing out the trench.
The riser was installed and wrapped with landscape fabric
to keep dirt and mud from entering it.
The drain pipe was also wrapped, bedded in a thin layer of
sand, and then the sand and the pipe were overlain with a 3’
wide piece of landscape fabric. The back-filling then began.

Rather than terminate the edge abruptly at 12” below the
surface, I allowed a foot of it to extend horizontally, so it
could overlap with any future trenches.
Upon completion, the riser was cut off and temporarily
capped just below the surface, so there would be no
evidence of what lay beneath – other than what the surface
vegetation would later reveal.

